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ONCOLLINEAR coplanar acoustooptic (AO) Bragg
interaction, involving surface acoustic waves (SAW) and
1. guided-optical waves, has been a subject of considerable
interest in recent years [I] -[ 6]. Some of the more obvious
advantages of the related guided-wave AO Bragg devices over
their bulk-type counterparts are the following. I) Since the
energies of both the guided-optical waves and the SAW's are
concentrated in a thin layer and also since both waves spread
(by diffraction) only in one dimension, less RF drive power is

required to achieve a high diffraction efficiency with the
guided-wave devices. 2) The dispersion properties of both the
guided-light waves and the SAW's enable the phase matching
conditions to be fulfilled for a wider range of acoustic frequency and, therefore, a wider device bandwidth is inherent
with guided-wave devices. 3) Guided-wave devices have smaller
size and lighter weight, and have less critical isolation and
alignment problems. 4) There exists a good possibility for
batch fabrication of the guided-wave devices and thus for a
great reduction in cost. 5) As a result of their planar configuration, the guided-wave devices are easier to fabricate and are
more compatible with future fiber/integrated optic systems.
Indeed, very efficient diffraction has been demonstrated in
recent experiments using V-cut LiNb0 3 waveguiding layers
[11-[ 5]. For example. a diffraction efficiency of 85 percent
and a - 3-dB bandwidth of 100 MHz, requiring only 190-mW
electric drive power, have been demonstrated using a single
SAW of I80-MHz center frequency [2d]. This efricient interaction results, not only from the fact that the frequency range
of the SAW may be chosen to achieve a good matching between
optical confinement and the SAW penetration depth, but also
from the fact that the electrooptic effect arising from the intense piezoelectric field, which accompanies the SAW. can enhance the interaction in the V-cut LiNb0 3 substrate [71.1
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! The possibility of enhancement in diffraction efficiency due to the
electrooptic effect was suggested by the authors in 1973 [7 J. This
enhancement was observed by investigators at IBM [4 J and the authors
in 1974.

Abstract-Guided-wave acoustooptic Bragg diffraction from a singJe
surface acoustic wave (SAW) and from two tilted SAW's has been analyzed to establish the design parameters of the related devices_ Design
and performance figures of the devices involving three and four tilted
SAW's in singJe-mode Y-cut LiNb03 out-diffused waveguides are described in detail. Device bandwidth of up to 358 MHz, an optical
throughput coupling efficiency of up to 25 percent, and very good
optical beam quality have been realized. .A bandwidth of 358 MHz
enables the device to deOect a light beam of I-cm aperture into 1000
resolvable spot diametets with a random-access switching time of 2.8 /-IS.
A total electric drive power of 220 mW was required to diffract 50 petcent of the incident light power for the unit with 245-MHz bandwidth.
The development of this wide-band technique has paved the way for
using such guided-wave acoustooptic devices in a number of applications in addition to those common to bulk-type acoustooptic devices.

I.

INTRODUCTION

N
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However, for many potential applications involving guidedwave AO devices, bandwidth is the most important device
characteristic, particularly for a number of anticipated wideband applications to be mentioned later in this paper. For
example, in beam deflection and switching applications, the
wider the device bandwidth, the larger will be the number of
scannable spot diameters and the faster will be the switching
speed of the deflected light beam. Bandwidth of a guidedwave AO Bragg device is limited by both the acoustic bandwidth of the SAW transducer and the Bragg bandwidth. The
first inherent limitation of guided-wave AO devices which employ a single interdigital transducer, and thus a single SAW,
is their relatively small acoustic bandwidth. This limitation
results from the fact that the fractional acoustic bandwidth is
inversely proportional to the number of finger electrode pairs,
while the electric-acoustic conversion efficiency is proportional
to the number of finger electrode pairs squared [8]. It follows that a balance between the fractional acoustic bandwidth
and the electric-acoustic conversion efficiency will automatically limit the former to a relatively small value.
With regard to the second inherent limitation on the device
bandwidth, it is observed that unlike bulk-type devices [9], the
Bragg bandwidth of guided-wave devices not only is limited by
the acoustic center frequency, the acoustic bandwidth, and the
aperture of the SAW, but also depends on the diffraction efficency of the device and the optical modes involved [2d].
While this dependence for the devices which employ Y-cut
LiNb0 3 substrate is presented in this paper, it suffices to point
out here that in order to realize a large Bragg bandwidth (assuming an acoustic bandwidth sufficiently larger than the
Bragg bandwidth), the aperture of the single SAW must be
chosen very small. This requirement in turn results in a drastic
decrease in diffraction efficiency. Under such an unfavorable
condition, a device with both large diffraction efficiency and
large bandwidth requires a large RF drive power, which may
easily result in the failure of the interdigital transducer. Thus
it can be concluded that the diffraction efficiency-bandwidth
product of a guided-wave AO device using a single SAW is
rather limited.
Recently, we have experimented with two device configurations utilizing multiple SA W's-namely, tilted [2 J and phased
SAW's [2a], [10], [ll]-inordertodetermine their bandwidth
capability. The first device configuration employs multiple
interdigital SAW transducers which are characterized by staggered center frequencies and propagation axes tilted with respect to each other. It is clear that the multiple tilted SAW's
generated by such a transducer array can be made to satisfy
the Bragg condition in each frequency band, and thus enable
a broad composite frequency response to be realized. The
second device configuration is characterized by multiple interdigital SAW transducers of identical center frequency and
propagation axis, but arranged in a stepped configuration. As
a result of the step height, a phase shift is introduced between
adjacent SAW's, and the resultant wavefront can be scanned
by varying the acoustic frequency. Scanning of the wavefront
enables a composite acoustic beam of large aperture to track
the Bragg condition and, therefore, make efficient diffraction
possible for a relatively wide frequency band. Preliminary experimental results have borne out the above observations. For
example, by employing just two tilted SAW's on a V-cut
LiNb0 3 out-diffused waveguide, a -3-dB bandwidth of 200
MHz with 50-percent' diffraction efficiency was obtained, requiring a total electric drive power of only 200 mW [2c]. Also,
by employing six-element phased SAW's, a -3-dB bandwidth of
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Fig. 1. Guided-wave acoustooptic Bragg diffraction from multiple
tilted SAW's.

110 MHz with 50-percent diffraction efficiency was obtained,
requiring a total electric drive power of only 70 mW [11].
These performance figures greatly exceed that obtained in previous devices which employ only a single SAW.
We report in this paper some theoretical and new experimental results relating to the first wide-band device configuration described above. First, the diffraction efficiency and the
bandwidth of the AO Bragg diffraction using a single SAW in a
V-cut LiNb0 3 out-diffused optical guiding layer are analyzed
in detail. The methodology for numerical computation has
been established to calculate the diffraction efficiency and the
bandwidth as a function of the optical and acoustic parameters
such as the penetration depth of the guiding layer, waveguide
modes, direction of propagation, center frequency, and aperture of the SAW. The same analytical approach and numerical
computation methodology are then applied to the case of two
tilted SAW's. The resultant diffraction efficiency and the
bandwidth (as a function of various device parameters such as
the center frequency and the beam aperture of the individual
SA W's), the tilt angle, as well as the phase shift between adjacent SAW's, and the optical waveguide modes involved are
calculated. Experiments using from two to four tilted SAW's
in single-mode V-cut LiNb0 3 out-diffused waveguides [12]
were carried out to verify the theoretical predictions. In one
of the wide-band units being studied, a device bandwidth of
358 MHz has been realized. A bandwidth of 358 MHz enables
the deviee to deflect a light beam of l-cm aperture into 1000
resolvable spot diameters at a random-access switching time of
2.8 p.s. The development of this wide-band technique has paved
the way for using such guided-wave AO devices for a number
of wide-band applications.

II. ACOUSTOOPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION
FROM A SINGLE SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE
A. Coupled-Mode Analysis

We have employed the coupled-mode approach similar to
that employed by Ohmachi [11 for the analysis of noncollinear coplanar Bragg diffraction from multiple tilted SAW's
(see Fig. 1). It should be noted, however, that while a stepindex optical waveguide is considered in [I J , a gradient-index
optical waveguide is considered in this study as V-cut LiNb0 3
out-diffused waveguiding layers [12] were utilized in the devices being studied. As a result, the numerical computations
involved are considerably more complicated. It is also to be
noted that in this study the contribution to the interaction
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from the electrooptic effect which accompanies the SAW is
taken into account because this contribution is important in
LiNb0 3 substrates. However, the contribution from the surface ripple is neglected as it is small compared to the elastooptic and the electrooptic contributions.
Although our main concern is with the interaction configuration involving multiple tilted SAW's, we shall first consider the
one involving only a single SAW, or equivalently, the interaction configuration involving the first SAW of multiple tilted
SAW's, as the results obtained will reveal the key device parameters as well as the limitations of the devices using a single
SAW. The methodology for numerical computation which is
developed for' the case involving a single SAW can be conveniently extended to the case involving two or more tilted
SAW's. Only an outline of the analysis and some of the most
relevant results will be presented in this paper. The complete
analysis and results for the general case involving any number
of tilted SAW's will be published elsewhere [II J .
Since a Y-cut LiNb0 3 out-diffused waveguide can support
only TE modes [12], we assume that the coplanar Bragg diffraction involves the interactions among the incident light of
the mth TE mode, the diffracted light of the /'I·th TE mode,
and a piezoelectric SAW propagating in the Z direction (see
Fig. 2). In the following analysis, the subscript 1 designates
the quantities relating the first SAW. The corresponding
angles of incidence and diffraction, m1 and n1 , measured
from the normal to the acoustic wave vector K I, are determined not only by the optical and acoustic wavelengths but
also by the refractive indices /'Iml and /'Inl for the m Ith and
/'11th modes, respectively [1], [13]. Note that when there is
no mode conversion between the diffracted and the undiffracted light waves, /'I I == m 1 and /'Inl == /'Iml, and thus the
Bragg condition reduces to the well-known one in an isotropic
medium [9].
Assuming that the medium is lossless bott;.., opticallx: and
acoustically, the coqesponding electric fields Eml and Enl of
the undiffracted and diffracted light waves, and the strain field
81 of the SAW and its accompanying piezoelectric field HpI can
be written as follows:
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Fig. 2. Guided-wave acoustooptic Bragg diffraction from a single SAW.

and the suffixes x and Z represent the x and Z components.
Finally,4>1 designates the phase of the SAW.
When (Ia), (Ib), (Ic), and (I d) are substituted into the wave
equation for the electric field of the optical waves, a set of
coupled wave equations for Eml(x) and Enl(x) are obtained.
These coupled wave equations are then readily reduced to the
following decoupled form:
alEml(x).
.tl
aEml(x)
ax2
- ]K 11::.r;'1
ax
+ AIB1Eml(x)

alEnl (x) + 'K
ax2

] 11::.8 I

aE ( )
nl x

ax

=0

(2a)

+AIBIEnl(x) =0. (2b)

From (2a) and (2b), general solutions for Em1(x) and Ent(x)
are easily found. By matching the boundary conditions
Eml(O) == I and Enl(O) == 0 to these general solutions, the electric field of the undiffracted and diffracted light waves at the
output of the interaction region (x = L I ) are given as follows:
Eml(L I ) = {cos (qIL I ) - j(K 11::.8 1/2ql) sin (qIL I )}

. exp j(K 11::.8 1L d2) (2c)

i = 1,2,3

(2d)
where

(I c)

(2e)

=1/2Epil Upil (y) exp j(n1t - K lZ + 4>1)
+ C.C.,

\ra99 Diffracted
A,

Enl(L I) = j(BI!ql) sin (qlL I) exp j {- (K 11::.8 1L 1/2) + 4>d

A

+ C.C.,

t

knlxx - kn1zz) + C.C. (1 b)

SI(Y, z, t) = 1/2Sl1 Uall(Y) exp j(n1t - K IZ

Epl(Y, z, t)

+ C.C. (la)

K,

(ld)

where Eml (x) and En! (x) are the spatial distribution of the undiffracted and diffracted light waves to be determined;SI1 and
Epil are the components of the strain field and its accompanying piezoelectric field, respectively. Uml(y), Unl(y), UaIl(y),
and Upil are, respectively, the normalized field distribution
(along the waveguide thickness) of the light waves, the acoustic wave, and the piezoelectric field. It is to be noted that for
simplicity the subscripts I and i will be dropped henceforth.
The frequencies of the light waves and the acoustic wave are
designated by wml' Wnl, and n l , respectively. Similarly,
kml> knl' and K 1 designate the corresponding wavenumbers
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relevant photoelastic constant or constants,
relevant electrooptic coefficient or coefficients,
velocity of light in free space,
deviation of incident angle from Bragg angle.

It is to be noted that the input boundary values to an adja-
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cent SAWin the case with multiple tilted SAW's are simply
those given by (2c) and (2d) with appropriate phase factors
added to account for the propagation delay between the two
SAW's.
B. Diffraction Efficiency
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and 1..0 is wavelength of the incident light wave in free space,
and L 1 is aperture of the SAW.
From (3a), it is seen that the diffraction efficiency is a sensitive function of r~lnl' the so-called overlap integral [141, and
also that dependence on the material parameters differs drastically from that in bulk-type AO interactions [9]. An efficient
diffraction can occur only when the confinement of the undiffracted and diffracted light waves matches the penetration
depth of the SAW.
Finally, the relationship between the parameter gl and the
total acoustic power PAl is shown to be
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Fig. 3. (a) Depth dependence of the stTain fields for the SAW propagating along the z axis of V-cut LiNbO, substrate. (b) Depth dependence of the accompanying piezoelectric fields to (8). (c) Promes of
TE optical waveguide modes in Y -cut LiNbO, out-diffused layers
(Yt is the turning point).

where Re designates the fact that only the real part is to be
taken; el and Cl are, respectively, the relevant piezoelectric
and stiffness constants; and V"' Vy , and Vz designate the
relevant displacement velocities. It is to be noted that in (3d)
the piezoelectric contribution to the acoustic power is neglected
as it is small compared with the strain contribution.

F or the case with the SAW propagating in either the z direc0
tion or 21.8 from the z axis of a Y-cut LiNb03 substrate,
with which experiments have been carried out (Section IV), all
relevant parameters are known [15], [16]. Thus the relative
contributions to the diffraction due to the elastooptic and
electrooptic effects (3c), as well as the relationship between
PAl and gl (3e), can be calculated numerically.
Numerical calculation of the relative elastooptic and electrooptic contributions to the diffraction has been carried out for
the case of He-Ne laser light (0.6328 11m) propagating in a Y-
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cut LiNb03 out-diffused optical guiding layer. The relevant
SAW propagation parameters are taken from [16]. For example, the depth dependence of the strains of the z-propagating
SAW and the accompanying piezoelectric field have been calculated using these parameters and are given in Fig. 3(a) and
(b), respectively. Note that the penetration depth of the SAW
is inversely proportional to the acoustic frequency. It is assumed in this calculation that both the diffracted and the undiffracted light waves belong to the same TE mode, namely,
nml =nnl' This assumption is based on the fact that no mode
conversion has been observed in the experiments to be described later. The normalized optical field distribution Uml (Y)
or Unl(y) for the three lowest order modes is regenerated
from the formulation given in [17], as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Finally, the relevant photoelastic constants and electrooptic
coefficients are needed for the numerical calculation of (3c).
For the SAW propagating along or approximately along the
z(c) axis of the V-cut LiNb0 3 substrate, the dominant strain
components responsible for the interaction are S2 and S3 with
the corresponding photoelastic constants P31 :: P 32 = 0.178
and P 33 = 0.088 [18]. The corresponding electrooptic coefficients are T33 =31 X 10-10 Vfcm and T3t =T32 =O. It can be
shown that for the SAW propagating along or approximately
along ±21.8° from the z(c) axis, five components of the strain
fields and two components of the associated electric field
contribute to the diffraction. The two dominant strain components are Ss and S6 with the corresponding photoelastic
constants (- 0.38P t4 ) =- 0.06 and (- 0.048P u - 0.297 P 31 +
0.048P13 + 0.297P33) = 0.024. The dominant electric field
component is E I with the corresponding electrooptic coefficient (0.128TI3 + 0.8T33 + 0.256T42) =32.9 X 10-10 Vfcm.
Using the acoustic and optical field distributions and the
elastrooptic and electrooptic parameters as described above,
spatial variations of the relative elastooptic and electro optic
contributions to the Bragg diffraction have been calculated.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. It is to be noted that Fig. 4(a)
agrees with [4, fig. 2]. From Fig. 4(a) and (b) it is seen that
while the electrooptic effect is the dominant cause of the diffraction in the case of the z-propagating SAW, both the electrooptic and the elastooptic effects contribute nearly equally
to the diffraction for the case of the 21.8° -propagating SAW.
Similarly, the relative Bragg diffraction efficiency as a function
of the acoustic frequency, with the penetration depth of the
waveguide mode as a parameter, can also be calculated. Fig. 5
presents the calculated results for the two directions of propagation using a SAW of 1.74-mm aperture and an optical TEo
mode of two penetration depths. These plots clearly show
that the z-propagating SAW can provide more efficient Bragg
diffraction at relatively low acoustic frequency. In contrast,
the 21.8°-propagating SAW provides more efficient Bragg diffraction at higher acoustic frequency. Furthermore, the smaller
the penetration depth of the optical guiding layer, the higher
will be the diffraction efficiency and the operating frequency.
0
ConsequentlY, the 21.8 -propagating SAW was employed in
the devices to be described in Section IV.
C. Bandwidth Limitations
From (3a) it can also be seen that the interaction bandwidth,
assuming a sufficiently large acoustic bandwidth, depends not
only on the acoustic aperture L I but also on g and thus the
diffraction efficiency. This is because the penetration depth
of the SAW, and thus rmlnl 2 , varies with the acoustic frequency. In the following analysis, the -3-dB interaction band-
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width 2tJ./t is calculated for the case with center frequency 10"
Since at the exact Bragg condition (tJ.8, =0) and at II =101 the
diffraction efficiency is given by {sin gl (fodP, the halfbandwidth tJ./ I can be determined from the following equality:
I

sin/l(fod
± tJ.1!) e::

Vi' gl (fol

sin [gi(fOl ± tJ.1!)+ {1T(f01 ± tJ.fI)tJ.8 t LtlVRIP] 1/2
(gr(fo, ± tJ./t) + {1T(fOI ± tJ.ldtJ.8 I L t/URI p] 1/2

(4a)
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where

110 1 =

Ao
[1- {(n!,1 2n mlvRI cos Oml

n~,)vlollg,AnJ

(4b)

or

110 I

1111

employ the TEo and/or TEl modes, the device bandwidth
increases slightly as the diffraction efficiency increases. For
other optical modes, the device bandwidth may decrease as the
diffraction efficiency increases. It is observed that for a device
which utilizes a single SAW of low acoustic center frequency,
the absolute device bandwidth is mainly limited by the acoustic
bandwidth. On the other hand, for a device which employs a
single SAW of high acoustic center frequency, the absolute
device bandwidth is mainly limited by the Bragg bandwidth.
Thus the diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product of a device
using a single SAW is rather limited. However, it is clear that
by employing a number of SAW's which are of staggered center
frequency and tilted propagation direction, efficient Bragg diffraction in each frequency band will make it possible to achieve
a large composite bandwidth, and thus a large diffraction
efficiency-bandwidth product.

=:

AO
2nml VRI cos Om!

11f1,

for nml

=nnl

(4c)

and VR 1 designates the velocity of the SAW.
Again, using the acoustic and optical field distributions and
the elastooptic and electrooptic parameters described previously, a set of frequency response curves for the lowest order
TE mode (TEo), having gl as a parameter, have been obtained
and are shown in Fig. 6. In these plots, the acoustic waves are
assumed to have center frequencies of 170,255, and 382 MHz,
each with a 30-percent fractional acoustic bandwidth 111a.
Fig. 6(a) is plotted for the acoustic apertures L I =: 2.5 mm,
L2 =: 1.66 mm, and La = LII mm; Fig. 6(b) is plotted for
acoustic apertures 100-percent larger. It is seen that the interaction bandwidth decreases as the acoustic aperture increases
and may become smaller than the acoustic bandwidth at large
acoustic aperture. For example, a Bragg bandwidth of only
45 MHz is possible for a device using a Y -cut LiNbO a outdiffused waveguide of 7-1Jm penetration depth in which the
acoustic aperture is 0.5 cm and the acoustic center frequency
is 380 MHz.
From the analytical and numerical results presented above,
we may conclude that the bandwidth of the guided-wave AO
Bragg devices using a single SAW not only is limited by the
acoustic center frequency, the acoustic bandwidth, and the
aperture of the SAW, but also depends on the diffraction e.fficiency and the optical modes involved. For the devices which

III. ACOUSTOOPTIC BRAGG DIFFRACTION
FROM Two TILTED SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES
As mentioned in the beginning of Section II, the input
boundary values (the diffracted and undiffracted light fields)
for the interaction region of the second SAW are obtained by
adding a phase factor, which accounts for the propagation delay between the two adjacent SAW's, to (2c) and (2d). Thus
the methodology for numerical computation which has been
developed for the case involving a single SAW can be conveniently extended to the case involving multiple tilted SAW's.
For simplicity, only the case with two tilted SAW's (Fig. 7) is
treated in this paper. Note that in Fig. 7 the tilt angle 0t between the two SAW's is set equal to the difference in the Bragg
angles at the two acoustic center frequencies. We shall first
calculate the resultant diffraction efficiency for this case.
For convenience we shall express the boundary values at the
input edge of the second SAW as follows:
Em'l(L I +l1x1'l)==a
E n2 (L I + l1Xl'l) == (3 exp (j<.p)

(Sa)
(Sb)

where from (2) and (3) we have
a == 0- tt)t/'l

(sc)

(3 = (t 1)1/2

(sd)

<.p ==

1f/2 + (K 1 110 111Xl'l/2) + tan-I {(K 1118d2qil
. sin (qIL 1 )/cos (qlLd} + 1/>1 (se)
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where .p designates the relative phase between the undiffracted and the diffracted light waves and includes the phase
shift 1/>1 of the first SAW. Substituting (5) into the general
solutions for E m2 (x) and Enl(x), which take the same form
as Em1 (x) and E n1 (x), we obtain the electric fields of the diffracted light wave at the output of the interaction region:
Enl(L l + ..lx 12 + L 2) = [{3 cos (q2L 2) + iO/ql)

• {(K l 48 2 /2){3 + aB 2 exp i(rf>2 - .p)}

. Sinq2Ll1 X exp j {-(K 2482L2/2) +.p}

MHz, L I = 2.5 mm, and L2 = 1.66 mm-and the tilt angle set
equal to the difference in the corresponding Bragg angles at
the center frequency for the individual SAW's-namely, 3.4
mrad. From the plots it is seen that the phase shift may cause
destructive as well as constructive interference in the resultant
diffracted light power. Consequently, the resultant (composite) bandwidth can be larger than the sum of the two individual
bandwidths. Therefore, the phase shift as well as the tilt angle
between adjacent SAW's are the important parameters, in
addition to the center frequency and the acoustic aperture
of the individual SAW's, for the design of wide-band highdiffraction efficiency Bragg devices.
In summary, the. analysis and the methodology for the numerical calculation described above for the case involving two
tilted SAW's may be extended to the case involving more than
two tilted SAW's, and it can be concluded that by using multiple SAW's, which are staggered in their center frequency and
tilted in their propagation direction, guided-wave AO Bragg
devices with large diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product
can be realized.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A V-cut LiNb0 3 substrate possesses an attractive combination of acoustic, piezoelectric, optical, acoustooptic, and electrooptic properties [191, [201. In addition, an optical waveguiding layer may be easily created on the top of the substrate
using a number of fabrication techniques. Thus a number of
0
multiple tilted transducers (the transducer axes were at 21.8
from the z(c) axis) have been fabricated on such substrates to
study the wide-band technique discussed above. The waveguiding layers were grown using the out-diffusion technique
{121 and the interdigital transducers were fabricated using the
well-established photolithographic method [211.

(6)
A. Design of the Tilted SA W Transducers
Two versions of the tilted SAW transducers,~amely, threeand four-element transducers, were fabricated and employed
in the experimental study. The center frequencies of the threeelement transducers are 170, 255, and 382 MHz, with the
corresponding acoustic apertures of 2.5, 1.66, and 1.11 mm,
respectively, and the tilt angles between adjacent transducers
are 3.4 and 5.2 mrad, correspondirlg to the difference irl the
Bragg angles at the center frequency of the adjacent transducers. In order to obtain as wide an acoustic bandwidth as
~T = ~ 10 - ~ 2) + ~2(1 - ~ 1) + 2 HI (1- t l)t2P/2 {(K 2 48 2 /2Q2) possible, the number of finger electrode pairs for each trans. sin Q2L2 cos (rf>2 - .p) - cos Q2L2 sin (rf>2 - .p)}.
(7) ducer was chosen to be as small as two and a half. The measured acoustic bandwidths of approximately 30 percent of the
From (7), it is seen that t T I'tl ~ 1 for the frequency range fa <; center frequencies, namely, 50, 68, and 115 MHz, were obfOl and tT I'tl ~2 for the frequency range fa ;lit fen. On the con- tained by inserting a single inductance of proper value to each
trary, for the frequency range f01 <; fa <; fen, both acoustic transducer. The acoustic wavelengths at the center frequency
waves contribute to the diffraction and the resultant diffrac- are 20.5, 13.7, and 9.3Ilm, respectively. This version of tilted
tion efficiency is given by the sum of three terms. The effect transducers was used to study the frequency response, as well
of the interference between the two acoustic waves on the as the effect of phase shift on the frequency response, and the
resultant diffraction efficiency is represented by the cross electric drive power requirement.
The center frequencies of the four-element transducers are
term. It is clear that enhancement as well as reduction in the
diffraction efficiency occurs as the phase shift (1/>2 - .p) varies. 140,220,290, and 400 MHz, with the corresponding apertures
Using (7), a family of plots have been generated for the dif- of 2.2, 2.2, 1.6, and 1.1 mm, respectively, and the tilt angles
fraction efficiency versus the acoustic frequency, with the between .the adjacent transducers are 2.5, 3.5, and 5.0 mrad,
phase shift between the two SAW's 41/>12 as a parameter. Some respectively. The number of finger electrode pairs for each
sample plots for a He-Ne laser lisht are shown in Fig. 8. In transducer was chosen to be two, with the measured acoustic
order to compare these calculated plots with the measured bandwidths of approximately 35 percent of the center freones to be shown in Section IV, the acoustic and the acousto- quencies, namely, 45, 69, 90, and ISO MHz. Firlally, the
optic parameters for these plots are chosen to be identical to acoustic wavelengths at the center frequencies are 23.S, 16.4,
those used in Section IV -namely ,f01 III 170 MHz.!en = 2S 5 11.6, and 8.1 1lD1, respectively.

where K 2 , 1/>2, 48 2 , L 2 , Q2, and B'2 are defined in the same
manner as those in the first SAW.
I,n order to calculate the resultant diffraction efficiency ~T'
we first note that the diffraction efficiency ~ 1 due to the first
SAW is simply 1{3 exp (j.p)12, which is given by (3a). We also
note that the diffraction efficiency ~2 due to the second SAW
alone is given by (B itQ ~) sin '2 Q 2L 2 because A 2 = B 2. Thus
the resultant diffraction efficiency, which is simply IEn2 (L I +
4X12 + L 2 )1 2 , is
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Fig. 10. Frequency responses of Bragg-diffracted light power. (a) For
three combined SAW·s. (b) For individual SAW's.
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Fig. 9. (a) Experimental configuration for guided-wave acoustooptic
Bragg diffraction. (b) Guided-wave AO deflector using multiple
tilted SAW's.

B. Optical Waveguide, Optical Beam,
and Acoustooptic Parameters
A He-Ne laser light at 0.6328 {J.m was utilized in the experiments. A rutile prism was used to couple an unguided light
beam into a guided light beam with the polarization approximately along 21.8° from the c axis of the LiNb0 3 , and a second
rutile prism was used to couple out both the diffracted and the
undiffracted light beams (Fig. 9(a». A photograph of one of
the units used in this study is shown in Fig. 9(b). Note that the
prism couplers and the LiNb03 crystal are located in the middle of the 'brass plate. The out-diffused waveguide supports
a single TE mode, namely, TEo, with a penetration depth of
approximately 7 {J.m. The corresponding maximum change
of refractive index at the surface is estimated to be approximately 5 X 10- 4 • The best throughput coupling efficiency
is as high as 25 percent. The aperture of the guided light beam
can be varied from 1 to 6 mm, with a slight degradation in the
uniformity of the light beam for the widest aperture. The
variation of the throughput coupling efZiciency as a function
of the diffraction spread of the incident light beam, which
ranges from 1 to 16 mrad, was measured to be only two to one.
The Q parameters (defined as 2Tr'A oL/nA 2 ) are II, 16, and
24, respectively, for the three-element version. Thus Bragg
diffraction prevails in all frequency bands. Since the Q parameters for the four-element version are 6.5, 13.1, 19.2, and 27,
respectively. Bragg diffraction also prevails in all frequency
bands.

C. Frequency Responses and Electric\
Drive Power Requirement
The individual transducers were excited in parallel using
power dividers, and the phase shifts between adjacent SAW's
were implemented by using sections of coaxial cables. The
incident angle of the guided light beam was adjusted, by using
a precision holder for the device, to optimize for both the diffraction efficiency and the resultant bandwidth. Fig. 10 shows
the recorder plots of the resultant frequency response from
the three-element tilted SAW's together with those from the
individual SAW's. It is seen that the device has a - 3-dB resultant bandwidth of approximately 245 MHz while the bandwidths using the individual SAW's are 45, 65, and 82 MHz,
respectively. Clearly, the resultant bandwidth is larger than
the sum of the three individual bandwidths. The source for
the two weak satellite peaks in the frequency response of
SA W #2 is not clear at this point. The allowable variation of
the incident angle of the light beam (outside the crystal) to
maintain the same bandwidth is approximately 0.5°. Typical
diffraction efficiency versus the total electric drive power at
the center frequency is shown in Fig. 11. It is seen that a
total electric drive power of 220 mW is required to diffract
50 percent of the incident light. The corresponding total
acoustic power is estimated to be at most 15 mW because the
best conversion efficiency of the transducers was measured
to be -13 dB. Based on the above performance figures, the
diffraction efficiency-bandwidth product of this particular
device is substantially larger than preVious devices [9].
The frequency response for the four-element tilted SAW's
device is shown in Fig. 12. Clearly, a - 3-dB resultant bandwidth of 358 MHz has been realized in this unit. Measurements of the device bandwidth and the diffraction efficiency
as a function of the diffraction spread of the incident light
beam indicate that they do not vary more than a factor of
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two for the range of diffraction spread mentioned previously.
Although a detailed measurement of the diffraction efficiency
versus the electric drive power had not been made for this unit
before it was damaged, an earlier measurement had indicated
that the electric drive power required was two to three times
larger than that of the unit with three-element tilted SAW's.
D. Effect of the Phase Shift Between Adjacent
Transducers on the Resultant Frequency Response
As mentioned previously, interference between adjacent
SAW's becomes important in the range of frequencies at which
both adjacent transducers excite SAW's efficiently. This interference will in turn affect the diffraction efficiency, and thus
the resultant frequency response. Fig. 13 illustrates this interference effect in the frequency band around 210 MHz and 310
MHz for the unit with three-element transducers. It is apparent
that as the electric phase shift fl.tP12 was varied from - 22°
0
(Fig. 13(a» to +177 (Fig. 13(b», the diffraction efficiency
varied by a factor of -11 dB. Similarly, when the electric
0
0
phase shift fl.tP23 was varied from +84 (Fig. 13(a» to -121
(Fig. 13(d», the diffraction efficiency varied by a factor of
-14 dB. It is to be noted that although it is difficult to compare the theoretical results with the experimental results based
on the absolute phase shift (since in the experiments the phase
shift was implemented electrically, while in the analysis the
phase shift is assumed to be that between the adjacent SAW's),
the effect of the phase shift as predicted in the analysis (Fig.
8) has been clearly demonstrated in the experiments (Fig. 13).
Fig. 13 has clearly demonstrated that the resultant frequency
response of the devices which employ multiple tilted SAW's
can be made flat by inserting appropriate phase shifters be-

Fig. 13. Effect of electric phase shift between adjacent transducers on
resultant frequency response (experimental).

tween adjacent transducers. Also, in doing so, the resultant
device bandwidth may be made larger than the sum of the individual bandwidths [2dl.
E. Beam Profile and Number of Resolvable Spot Diameters

The optical waveguiding layers utilized in the devices being
studied support the lowest order TE mode. No mode conversion between the diffracted and undiffracted light beams was
observed. Fig. 14(a) shows the undeflected light spot (when
no RF power was applied to the device) and Fig. 14(b) shows
the deflected light spots, both at the far field, for the unit with
'three-element transducers as the frequency of the driving
signal was varied from 15 S to 410 MHz. The aperture of the
incident light beam employed is approximately 0.1 cm. It is
observed that the quality of the undeflected light beam (RF
power off) is preserved in the deflected light beam, and that
deflected light beams of satisfactory quality are achievable.
In beam deflection and SWitching applications, the number
of resolvable beam diameters N is given by
N=

(~) fl.f= Tfl.f

(8)

where D deSignates the aperture of th'e light beam, VR the
velocity of the SAW, fl.f the device bandwidth, and T the
transit time of the SAW across the incident light beam aperture. (The transit time may be practically defined as the
switching time of the device if the time response of the electric drive circuit is sufficiently faster than the transit time.)
Clel'rly, for a fixed device configuration, a large N can be
achieved by having a large D and/or a large fl.f. However, a
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large D necessarily implies a large transit time and, therefore,
a slower switching speed. In addition, as a result of the
acoustic attenuation and/or the waveguide imperfection, a
large D will cause some degradation in the beam quality of the
deflected light, and thus some reduction in N. Therefore, it is
more desirable to achieve a large N through a large t:.f rather
than a large D.
In the various units that have been studied, the maximum D
obtainable was approximately 0.6 cm with some breakage into
filaments in the middle of the light beam. However, a uniform
beam of approximately 0045 cm is achievable with the unit
which has a 358-MHz bandwidth. Using 3.5 X 10 5 cm/s for
VR, we predicted from (8) that the incremental frequency
change required for deflection of one Rayleigh spot diameter
(N = l) is fj [ ~ 0.78 MHz. The measured value as determined
from the plots of the deflected light beam profiles (Fig. 15)
along the direction of deflection, as recorded by a fiber optic
probe, is approximately 0.8 MHz. This close match between
calculated and measured values indicates that the quality of
the deflected light beam is not degraded appreciably by the
diffraction process-in agreement with the beam quality illustrated in Fig. 14. Since the total bandwidth of this device, t:.[,
is 358 MHz, the device can deflect a light beam of 0045-cm
aperture into 400 Rayleigh spot diameters at a random-access
switching time of 1. 28 jJ.s.
If the aperture of the light beam is enlarged to ] cm, the light
beam can be deflected by the same device into] 000 Rayleigh
spot diameters at a random-access switching time of 2.8 jJ.S.
Equivalently, the same device is capable of switching a guided
light beam of 95-jJ.m aperture into 10 beam positions (channels)
at a switching time of 27 ns. A l-cm aperture should be achievable either by improving the surface condition of both the
prism couplers and the LiNb0 3 plate and/or the contact between them, or by using grating couplers [22] .

CONCLUSION

The results of theoretical and experimental studies have
shown that very wide-band high-effidency guided-wave AO
Bragg devices can be realized by employing multiple SAW's
which are staggered in their operating frequency and tilted in
their propagation direction. Relevant parameters as well as
important considerations for the design of such wide-band
devices have been established. Based on the experimental
results achieved so far, the devices have provided the best
combination of performance figures-namely, RF drive power
requirelMnts, device bandwidth, and random-access switching
time-among the existing acoustooptic devices. It should be
possible to achieve even better performance figures when an
in-diffused or a step-index waveguide of smaller optical confinement is used, instead of a gradient-index waveguide such as
the out-diffused waveguides employed in this study. A wave·
guide structure which consists of a thin step-index layer of
As 2 S3 (or other AO material of larger figure of merit) deposited on a LiNb0 3 substrate [I] can also provide better performance figure§; than those provided by the LiNb0 3 outdiffused waveguides.
The development of the wide-band technique presented
in this paper has made it possible to design and fabricate very
wide-band guided-wave AO Bragg devices, and has thus paved
the way for a number of potential applications using such
devices. Possible wide-band applications, in addition to those
common to bulk-type AO deVIces, include processing (convolution, correlation, etc.) of wide-band RF signals [23], highspeed optical pulse modulation, AO spectrum analysis of very
wide-band RF signals [2d], [24], high-speed multiport beam
switching', and deflection for fiber/integrated optic. systems
[2d], [24]. These applications have been demonstrated experimentally and the detailed results will be reported in a future
paper.
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